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NFL Draft 2014 Scouting Report: RB Ka’Deem Carey, Arizona 

*Our RB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*We use the term “Power RB” to separate physically bigger, more between-the-tackles–capable RBs 

from our “speed RBs” group. “Speed RBs” are physically smaller, but much faster/quicker, and less likely 

to flourish between the tackles. 

  

Ka'Deem Carey is the Derek Carr of RBs prospects in 2014. That is to say, Carey is a system guy with 

puffed-up stats because his team runs the ball heavily. It's no different than being wowed by Carr's raw 

passer numbers this year, and not considering the context of throwing the ball twice as much as most 

college teams. Double the throws...double the output. The masses see the raw totals and go predictably 

nuts for it. One time this year, Carey had 48 carries in a game. Give me a break... 

It's one thing to be awesome and have a bunch of carries. It's another to be mediocre and have heavy 

carry numbers making you look better than you really are. When Carey had 48 carries (vs. Oregon), he 

had 4.3 yards per carry...not impressive. In fact, several games this year ended with Carey below 5.0 

yards per carry for the contest. We'll get into the numbers in the next section. 

I watched the tape on Carey, and I have no idea (actually, I do) why scouts and football analysts went 

bonkers. He looks like most solid college RBs, when there is a hole he pops through it. When there is no 

hole he cannot easily get away from trouble. It's like Stepfan Taylor from Stanford last year. He had a 

ton of carries, a lower YPC in bigger games, he started out as a top-5 RB NFL Draft prospect and wound 

up a 5th-round pick that made no impact his rookie season. 

Whatever the reason Carey is being pushed/loved, like the gaudy stat totals on heavy carries, it's 

blowing up in draft analysts' faces now. Most every one of those national draft analysts started this 

process with Ka'Deem Carey as their proud #1-2 RB prospect for the 2014 NFL Draft. "He's a beast," they 

cried! All these highly paid, heavily followed experts looked over the entire landscape of college football 

and saw none greater than Ka'Deem Carey...except now they are quickly backpedaling away from him; 

hoping you won't notice (or hold them accountable). 

Why? 

How about a 4.70 40-time at the 2014 NFL Combine? But that Combine stuff doesn't matter, right? It's 

just guys in shorts; it's not real football. If it doesn't matter, why has Carey suddenly fallen from the #1-2 

RB prospect to the #3-6? What did he do that was so wrong post season? This is just the beginning of fall 

from grace. There will be a slow exodus by draft analysts so you won't notice. Eventually Carey will be 

outside the top-5 RB prospects for everybody. He deserves to be outside the top-10 RB prospects most 

likely. 
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His NFL Combine workout was a disaster across the board. A slow 40-time, weak agility drill times, low 

vertical, and no broad jump. He's a 'tweener size at 5'10" and 207-pounds. He's not big enough to move 

an NFL pile, and not fast enough to escape an NFL pileup. He is a 3rd-string NFL RB waiting to happen. 

Again, this was the RB most in the mainstream draft media had as their #1 ranked RB...and 1st-round 

projection. What exactly were they looking at? 

As an added bonus, Carey had misdemeanor charges dropped in early 2013 stemming from an alleged 

domestic violence incident with his pregnant ex-girlfriend. A week or so later he was in an altercation 

with police at an Arizona basketball game where he told the cops, "Get the (expletive) out of my face! 

Don't you know who I am? I'm an All-American." 

He sounds like a delight. 

All that plus a 4.70 40-time...yippee! 

 

Ka’Deem Carey, Through the Lens of Our RB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

In games against Bowl teams in 2013, Carey averaged: 

30.3 carries, 154.7 rushing yards (5.1 yards per carry), and 1.4 TDs per game 

Those are decent numbers, great raw totals, but just solid "per" numbers. The 30.3 carries per game is 

nearly twice what most starting RBs get with college team. The typical RB carry totals are closer to 15.0 

carries than 30.0 per game. It's almost as if Carey played the equivalent of two games for every one of 

his peers. If you look at it from that perspective, a RB averaging (taking Carey's numbers and halving 

them) 70-80 yards and 0.7-0.8 TDs per game on the ground is nice, but not 'awesome'. 

You have to give him credit for being such a workhorse. He's taken 25 or more carries in a game in 14 of 

last 19 games...and never anything lower than 16 carries in that span. He has produced 16 straight 100+ 

yard rushing games. He's been a 'bell cow'. He also could be called "rode hard." You could say, "This car 

has a lot of miles on it." 

Carey had nearly the worst 40-yard dash and 10-yard dash times among all the similar-sized RBs at the 

NFL Combine. He also had one of the worst 20-yard shuttle times, shortest verticals, and lowest broad 

jumps. Other than that, he's aces. 

This is the story of a very good college RB in a great running game system, who is going to get forgotten 

quickly in the NFL. 
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The Historical RB Prospects to Whom Ka’Deem Carey Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

You may not recognize any of the names on our system comparison list. There is a reason for that. These 

RBs were/are too slow to make any big dent in the NFL. They are all RBs who were in that 200-208 

pound range, who ran slow and were not overly powerful. Some of them have caught on to the fringes 

of the NFL periphery here and there, but will they become a true starter for an NFL team? Hell no; nor 

will Carey. 

 

RB 
Score 

Last First College Yr H H W Speed 
Metric 

Agility 
Metric 

Power 
Metric 

5.13 Carey Ka'Deem Arizona 2014 5 10.0 207 -6.65 -0.46 8.04 

1.38 Maysonet Miguel Stony Brook 2013 5 10.3 208 -3.67 -1.69 7.83 

5.84 Calhoun Brian Wisconsin 2006 5 9.2 201 -1.41 1.79 6.72 

1.84 Ball Mike Nevada 2012 5 9.1 206 -2.00 2.05 7.62 

2.08 Jamison Jawan Rutgers 2013 5 7.3 203 -8.19 -6.18 5.78 

4.84 Brown Thomas Georgia 2008 5 8.3 204 -0.01 1.80 9.18 

0.18 Slowley Rashaad So Conn 2012 5 11.4 208 -9.30 -2.64 8.12 

 

*A score of 8.50+ is where we see a stronger correlation of RBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an elite NFL RB. 

All of the RB ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall rating/score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

the strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical measurement metrics – then compared/rated 

historically within our database and formulas. More of a traditional three-down search – runner, blocker, 

and receiver. 

*RB-Re score = New/testing in 2014. Our new formula/rating that attempts to identify and quantify a 

prospect's receiving skills even deeper than in our original formulas. RB prospects can now make it/thrive 

in the NFL strictly based on their receiving skills – it is an individual attribute sought out for the NFL and 

no longer dismissed or overlooked. Our rating combines a study of their receiving numbers in college in 

relation to their offense and opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along with hand size 

measurables, etc. 

*RB-Ru score = New/testing in 2014. Our new formula/rating that attempts to classify and quantify an 

RB prospect's ability strictly as a runner of the ball. Our rating combines a study of their rushing 
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numbers in college in relation to their offense and strength of opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-

agility along with various size measurables, etc. 

Raw Speed Metric = A combination of several speed and size measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

Agility Metric = A combination of several speed and agility measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

 

2014 NFL Draft Outlook: 

You're probably in one of two places right now with me. You're pro-Carey and you hate me. That's OK; 

happens a lot. Hopefully, you'll come back later when I'm right and tip your cap. If you're are not that 

person, then you're a member of our cult, and you now hate Carey for the NFL Draft...and are 

wondering "who would draft this guy?" Oh, he's going to get drafted. You can't blame an NFL team for 

taking a shot at a certain point. The yardage numbers are intriguing...if you set up your draft board from 

a magazine. Which I am convinced at least half the NFL teams do. I bet he goes in the 3rd-round...and if 

your favorite team takes him you're gonna be pissed long-term. 

If I were an NFL GM, Carey's an undrafted free agent look only...and I probably wouldn't pick up the 

phone anyway. Why would I want a marginal RB talent with baggage in an era when these types of RBs 

grow on trees? Why would I want to burn a 3rd-round pick on this? Some team will (like Jacksonville, 

Dallas, or Oakland), but it wouldn't be me. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

I suspect Carey will flameout quickly in the NFL. To go from rock star to not really NFL skill-level guy is 

going to sting. I would guess on name recognition he will get drafted, and a team will shoehorn him in 

for some work to see. As time passes, he will be that guy from that draft a few years ago like Dion 

Lewis or Johnny White or Ryan Williams. We were all excited for a moment, and then moved on. 
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Copyright Statement 

Copyright at date and time signed below by R.C. Fischer 

 

All rights reserved. All content is for entertainment purposes only and TFA is not responsible or liable for personal adverse 

outcomes nor are any game results or forecasting guaranteed. Past results do not predict future outcomes. We are not held 

liable for any personal loses incurred. We are solely here to produce and provide content for recreational purposes. No part of 

this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, 

recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case 

of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. For 

permission requests, email the publisher at rcfischer@fantasyfootballmetrics.com 
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